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Allah Loves When We Pray Together 

Tweet, Tweet! It’s Fun to Pray, Together. 



Fill in the blanks:  

 

1. Praying with others as a group is called praying in j________________  

 

2. Next time when you hear the call for prayer, which is called the     

    a_____________, think about the first person who ever recited it.  

 

3. This special man’s name was B_____________. The Prophet                  

     Muhammad (s) liked him a lot because he was a very good person.    

 

Read, and then write your own answer on the blank lines: 

4.  When we pray together, we are all different people. We may look     

 different on the outside, but we are the same on the inside. Allah 

 sees all humans as being the same on the inside. We are all trying to 

 be good. We all love Allah. We are the same on the inside. I like to 

 show my love for Allah by:  

___________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________  

___________________________________________________________ 
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Choices:        BILAL       JAMAAT         ADHAAN 
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Read, and fill in the blanks: 

 

5. When we pray, we show that we love Allah. Allah loves each one of  

     us too. Allah says in His Holy book called the Q_________ that He    

     made us different kinds of people so that we can get to know each   

     other. Allah likes it when we get to know each other and respect each       

     other’s differences. He also likes when we become friends over some 

     good things we like to do, like prayer.  

 

6. No matter what colour we are, what languages we speak, what kind of  

    toys we have or how big or small our home is, Allah loves us all in the  

    same way. We all have the same love and goodness inside.  

 

7. One way to see how we all share the goodness inside us and how we  

     can love Allah together, is thinking about how Allah likes us to pray in  

     the same way. No matter where we are in the world, all Muslims pray  

     in the same way towards the black building called the K___________.  

                   Choices:        KAABA           QURAN 
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8. We all pray in one language, called A___________. We all do the  

 same parts of prayer like bending over in R__________.  We all say  

  the same words. 

 

9.    Allah loves it even more when we pray in a group. When we pray in   

       a group, we are doing the same words and actions all at the same   

       time. How amazing is that?! 
 

10. When we pray in a group, we are standing together side-by-side at  

 the same level as each other. No one is better than another person  

 because of their clothes or size or job or language or the colour of  

 their hair or skin. These things are interesting, but these different  

 outside things do not make one person better than another. Only  

 how good we are is what makes us better. Praying together should  

 always remind us of that. 

11. Allah loves it when we pray with other people in a group. We can do  

       this at the masjid. We can even pray together with the people in our  

       home. 
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                      Choices:        RUKU          ARABIC 
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14. Draw a picture of you praying with friends! 

 

12. Did you know that Allah gives us lots of points when we pray? Allah  

       gives us even more points when we pray in a group too! That’s how  

       much He loves it when people join together.  

 

13. When we pray as a group, Allah gives us a whole bunch of bonus 

       points! Prophet Muhammad (peace be upon him) told us some      

       numbers about how many bonus points we can get! He said for that  

 for each rakaat we pray in jamaat, we get the points for a whole  

 bunch of entire prayers! If two people pray in jamaat, they get points  

 for 150 WHOLE prayers for each rakaat! Allah is so Kind! 



Number of People Praying Together (+1) How many prayers are counted 

for points for 1 Rakaat (x2) 

3 600 

4 1, 200 

5  

 4, 800 

7  

8 19, 200 

 38, 400 

10  

11 or more Only Allah knows the big number! 

 

Math Time!  

15. Fill in the missing numbers in the table below.  

Let’s do some math! On left side, add 1 to the previous number. On the right side, multiply the previous num-

ber by 2, or add it to itself. (Note: Remember, one rakaat is one set of actions from qiyam to sujood or   

tashah-hud, so for example, Fajr prayer has 2 rakaat.) See how praying with more people gives more points! 
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